A strategic collaboration was conducted between Glenealy Plantations Sdn Bhd (GPSB) and the Faculty of Agricultural and Forestry Sciences, UPMKB, through a community outreach program with the theme "TOGETHERNESS PROSPERITY SOCIETY" at Rh. Louis Nyagong Lenjau, Seping Long Bala, Belaga, Sarawak, on May 5th, 2023. This joint community outreach program included a local fruit tree planting activity led by Tuai Rumah Louis Nyagong Lenjau. Approximately 50 seedlings of various fruit species, including Musang King (D197), Petai (Parkia speciosa), and Dabai (Canarium odonthophylum), were planted in selected areas of the Long Bala community's land. This activity aimed to emphasize the importance of a greener environment and, most importantly, to economically empower the Long Bala communities.